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Great  
UI animation has  

purpose and style



Animating With Style









Timing & Spacing
Animation Principle:



Timing
The amount of time it takes for an  

action to happen. The duration.





Timing



Spacing
The changes in speed over the  
duration of the action’s timing. 



Spacing



Timing & Spacing
Makes animated objects appear to obey the 
laws of physics.  

Establishes mood, emotion and reaction.



Timing = duration 

Spacing = easing



CSS Easing Keywords
linear ease ease-in

ease-out ease-in-out



cubic-bezier(0.42, 0, 0.58, 1);



cubic-bezier.com

http://easings.net


Everything 
is better with  
cubic-beziers



Timing & Spacing
What sort of physical traits fit our modal?  

What sort of mood or emotion should it show?











Follow Through
Animation Principle:



Follow Through
Not everything comes to a stop at once.



Follow Through



Follow Through
Overshooting the target position.  





Secondary Action
Animation Principle:



Secondary Action
Supplemental action, reinforces  

and adds dimension.













Prototype, iterate & test your  
motion design ideas. 





Expressing Your  
Brand In Motion



Match animation styles  
to your voice & tone. 



Design Adjectives
Energetic?  

Friendly? 

Sleek?  

Strong?  

Playful?



Follow through & anticipation: 
Energetic, friendly, bold



Squash and stretch: 
High energy and playful



Ease-in-outs: 
Balanced and measured 



Smaller movements: 
Calm and subtle



Opacity and blurs: 
Stable, gentle, mellow



The Bigger Picture



Choreography
Designing all your UI animations  

to feel logical and related. 



Similar objects animate in similar ways



Entrance informs exit



Match velocities



Cohesive or consistent?



Consistent



Cohesive





Animation belongs 
in your style guide 





Document categories of animation
Entrances and exits  

Give emphasis 

Give feedback 

Transitions between states 

Personality and brand 

Orientation 

Storytelling





Document your building blocks
Opacity  

Scale 

Colour 

Depth  

Position 

Rotation









Aim to build your 
own animation 

library



Be Inspired!



artofthetitle.com

http://easings.net


capptivate.co

http://capptivate.co


http://uyi.io/

http://uyi.io/


Designing Interface Animation
rosenfeldmedia.com/books/designing-interface-animation/



Join the crew: uianimationewsletter.com 

Let’s chat on twitter: @vlh

http://uianimationewsletter.com

